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Issue 1 
EDITOR'S NOTE 
As you flip, or more likely scroll, through the pages of this issue, you 
will notice that the Case Western Reserve Law Review has a new look. 
The Review has changed its design many times-the cover alone eight 
times since 1968-but there had been no significant update for the past 
eighteen years. Yet, over those same years, the way law reviews are 
distributed and read changed tremendously. With that in mind, the 
Volume 63 Executive Board set out to refresh the Review and make it 
better adapted to a digital world. 
The new design incorporates aesthetic elements, but the primary goal 
was functional: to make the journal easier to read both in print and on 
screens. A few highlights of the design are 
o a new typeface, designed by renowned computer scientist Donald 
Knuth, a 1960 graduate of Case Institute of Technology; 
o the addition of more letter spacing to the footnote text to 
make it more legible; and 
o improved running headers, which now display all important 
navigational information on one page. 
These are but a few of the many changes. A comprehensive list of 
modifications can be found on our website at http://law.case.edu/ 
journals/lawreview/. We welcome feedback. Please write to us at 
lawreview@case.edu. 
Finally, we must thank and acknowledge our intrepid publisher, 
Robert Cheren, whose vision and dedication made this project possible. 
Benjamin Ristau 
Editor in Chief 
Volume 63 
